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From: Andrew Mulhern 
Subject: Going Out  by  Supergrass

                 Going Out

                      By
                Supergrass

Heres the grass  new single :)
You may not like this if you liked their first ablum
because its like nothing off of I Should CoCo but
I ve listened to it a couple of times and I really
like it now :)

The song if full of keyboards and trumpets
and you can t really hear any guitar in it,
exept for at the beginning and at the end
where there is a small solo :)

You can just strum along with it :)

INTRO:

[A7 D A7 D] repeated

VERSE 1:

[A7]If you [D]want to go [A7]out [D]
[A7]If you [D]want to go [A7]out [D]
[Csus2]Read it in the papers
[B]Tell me what its [Bb7]all [A7]about [D]Yeah!

VERSE 2:

[A7]If you [D]want to stay [A7]home [D]
[A7]If you [D]want to stay [A7]home [D]
[Csus2]Freedom of the papers
[B]All you ever [Bb7]want to [A7]know [D]Yeah!



[Csus2]Freedom of the papers
[B]All you got to [Bb7]do Oh [F7]No
Oh No [A7] [D]

VERSE 3:

[A7]If you [D]want to play [A7]home [D]
[A7]If you [D]want to play [A7]home [D]
[Csus2]Freedom from the papers
[B]All you got to [Bb7]do is [A7]call [D]

[Csus2]Freedom of the papers
[B]All you got to [Bb7]do Oh [F7]No
Oh No [A7] [D]

TRUMPET SOLO:

VERSE 4:

[A7]If you [D]want to go [A7]out [D]
[A7]If you [D]want to go [A7]out [D]
[Csus2]Read it in the papers
[B]Tell me what its [Bb7]all [A7]about [D]

[Csus2]Read it in the papers
[B]All you got to [Bb7]do Oh [F7]No
Not Me [A7] [D]

ENDING:

[A7]If you [D]want to go [A7]out [D]
[A7]If you [D]want to go [A7]out [D]...repeated :)
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